
The BASS MAXXII will help put an 

end to dead trolling motor batteries. 

This automatic switching system allows 

the main engine alternator to charge 

the 12, 24 or 36 Volt trolling 

motor batteries* whenever the en-

gine is running. When the main engine is 

shut down, the trolling motor batteries 

automatically return 24 or 36 volts to the 

trolling motor.   

The trolling motor will run stronger 

longer, and deep cycle battery life will be 

significantly extended. 

The BASS MAXXII will isolate the troll-

ing motor batteries (12 & 24Volt setups) 

from the start battery when the engine is 

shut down, so the Start battery cannot 

be run down accidentally by the trolling 

motor. 

Wells Marine Technology, Inc. Proudly Introduces: 

BASS MAXX II  
12/24/36 Volt  System 

  “On the Run”  
Battery  Charging of Electric  

Trolling  Motor Batteries.  

Included with the BASS MAXX is Wells Marine’s exclusive Emergency 

Start feature. If the main engine start battery should ever fail, simply 

engage the stainless steel momentary switch (included) and the trolling 

motor batteries come on line to help get you going. May be used with 

Wells Marine’s exclusive Hitch Hiker system to charge Trolling Motor 

batteries while towing your boat. 

FISH LONGER EVERY DAY WITH THESE FEATURES: 

* One model works on 12, 24 or 36 Volt trolling motor setups. 
· Totally automatic, no switches. Does NOT connect to Engine Ignition. 

· A one bank battery charger is all that’s needed to charge all batteries through BASS MAXX II. 

· BASS MAXX will pass along a continuous the charge (up to 70 amps) produced by the alternator. 

· This system, as with all Wells’ products, is made for the rugged marine environment. 

· Emergency Start parallel switch. 

· 3 year warranty. 

· Patented.    Designed & Built with Pride in America. 

Hitch’Hiker OPERATION 
 

Whenever the boat is connected to the tow vehicle via the trailer harness 

and Hitch’Hyker, the crank battery of the boat and the vehicle battery are 

connected in parallel. When the tow vehicle starts the Hitch’Hiker 

“sensor” will sense the charging current coming from the alternator to the 

battery.   This will turn on the BassMaxx II and automatically parallel the 

troll motor batteries with the crank battery and the tow  vehicle battery. 

Charging all your boats batteries while you drive. 

No More Dead Batteries! 

    Fish longer every day! 


